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1. THE MAIN RESULTS
1.1
Modifying the Frobenius condition for finite p-nilpotent groups, Broue´
 and Puig in 1 introduce nilpotent blocks, and in the case of large enough
ground-fields, they proved that the characters of such a block are deter-
mined one-by-one by the characters of its defect group in the way of the
 so-called -structure. Based on the theory of pointed groups, Puig in 7
shows that the Frobenius condition is equivalent to the local control
condition and determined the precise structure of nilpotent blocks; the
 characters of such blocks are recharacterized in 7 .
 However, if the ground-field is small enough, as shown in 2 , the
Frobenius condition is weaker than the local control condition; with the
Ž .latter the nilpotent blocks were defined see 1.2 below , and the precise
 structure of such blocks was determined in 2 . Here we determine the
characters of such a block: they are still determined one-by-one by the
characters of its defect group but in a more delicate way. For notations, we
 follow 2, 6, 7 .
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1.2
Let K be a complete discrete valuation field of characteristic zero with
Ž .valuation ring O having residual field k OJ O of characteristic p,
where p is a prime integer. Let G be a finite group and let OG denote the
group algebra. Let b be an O-block of G and let OGb be the block
algebra. Recall that a local pointed group Q on OGb means a pair
Ž .Q,  of a p-subgroup Q of G and a conjugacy class  of primitive
Ž .Qidempotents on the algebra OGb of the Q-fixed elements of OGb, such
O Ž .  4 O Ž .Q Ž .that Br   0 , where Br : OG  kC Q is the Brauer homo-Q Q G
morphism associated with the coefficient O and the p-subgroup Q, and a
local pointed group R is said to be included in Q , denoted by R Q ,   
if RQ and ji j ij for some j  and i . The maximal local
pointed groups P on OGb are called the defect pointed groups of the
block. It is well known that the defect pointed groups P of the block form
exactly a G-conjugate class. The block b is said to be O-nilpotent if for any
Ž . xlocal pointed group Q  P on OGb and any xG such that Q  P   
Ž .there are u P and z C Q such that x zu.G
1.3
From now on, we always assume that b is a nilpotent O-block of G and
Ž .P is a defect pointed group of the block OGb. As usual Z OGb denotes
Ž  .the center. It is an easy fact see 3, 2.4.3 and 2.5.2 that k
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Z OGb J Z OGb  k  is a cyclic Galois extension of k generated by
a primitive root  of unity of degree prime to p. By  we also denote the
Ž .corresponding primitive p-root of unity over O for short. Let K  K  ,
  Ž .O  O  , and k O J O  , which are cyclic extensions of K, O, and
Ž .k, respectively. By tr a we denote the relatie trace of a K  overK K
Ž .K. It is easy to see that cf. 2.1 below
Ž .1.3.1 There are a nilpotent O G-block b and a defect pointed
group P of O Gb such that bb b and i ib   for any i  . 
In the following, we fix such an O G-block b and an i  ; hence P 
and i ib   are also fixed.
Ž .  g 4 ² :For a p-element uG, set T u, P  gG  u  P . If u is a G
local pointed group on O Gb, we also write it as u and call it a local 
² :pointed element on O G, and we write u  P if u  P . Since b is      
 O -nilpotent, it is known from 3, 2.3.5 that
Ž . Ž .1.3.2 For any g T u, P there is a unique local pointed elementG
Ž . gu on O G such that u  P . Žu, g .  Žu, g .  
O  Ž .²u: Ž .Let Br : O G  kC u denote the Brauer homomorphism. Thenu G
O Ž Ž .. Ž .Br   u, g is a conjugacy class of primitive idempotents of kC u , sou G
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Ž .it gives a simple kC u -module and hence affords an irreducible BrauerG
Ž .character  of O C u . Žu, g . G
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1.4. Notations are as aboe. Let Irr KGb and Irr K P
denote the sets of all the irreducible characters of KGb and K P, respectiely.
Ž . Ž .Then there are a bijection Irr KGb  Irr K P ,  	, and a class
 4function 
 : P 1 such that
1.4.1Ž .
g g us  
 u  tr 	 u  sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý K K  Žu , g .
Ž . Ž .gC u 	T u , P PG G
Ž .for any p-element uG and any p-element s C u .G
1.5
Ž . Ž .Let  be a primitive exp P -th root of unity where exp P denotes the
Ž .exponent of P. Similar to 1.3.2 , we have the Brauer character  of Žu, g .
Ž .OC u determined by the unique local pointed element u on OGG  Žu, g .
Ž . gsuch that u  P . Žu, g . 
Ž .COROLLARY 1.6. If K 
 K   K, then
1.6.1  us  
 u g 	 u g  s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý  Žu , g .
Ž . Ž .gC u 	T u , P PG G
1.7. Remark. The corollary covers at least the following two cases:
Ž . Ž .1.7.1 O is split for Z OGb , i.e., O  O ;
Ž .1.7.2 O Z , the ring of p-adic integers.p
Ž . Ž . Ž .In fact, 1.7.1 obviously implies the hypothesis of 1.6. For 1.7.2 , Q  isp
Ž .a totally unramified extension over Q , while Q  is a totally ramifiedp p
Ž .extension, where Q is the field of the p-adic rationals. Hence Q 
 
p p
Ž .  Q  Q ; see 8, Chap. IV, Sect. 4, Remark 2 .p p
Ž .1.8. Remark. For 1.6, in most cases Irr K P can be replaced by
Ž . Ž .Irr KP . In fact, under its hypothesis there is clearly a bijection Irr K P
Ž . Ž . Ž . Irr KP , 	 	, such that 	 	s 	 , where s 	 is the relatieK K 'Ž .Schur index of 	 over K and s 	  1 unless p 2 and  1 K andK
Ž . Ž  . Ž .4  exp P see 5, 10.14 , and in the exceptional case, s 	  2.K
Ž .1.9. Remark. It is clear that in the case 1.7.1 the version of 1.4 has
  the same form as that over large enough ground-fields; see 7, 1.13 or 9,
52.8 . Otherwise the following example shows that, in general, there is no
Ž . Ž . Ž .bijection Irr KGb  Irr KP making 1.4.1 hold, and the bijection
Ž . Ž .Irr KGb  Irr K P in 1.4 is not unique, which depends in fact on the
Ž .choice of b in 1.3.1 ; cf. 2.1 below.
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'Ž .1.10. EXAMPLE. Let p 2, let KQ 3 , and let O be the valua-p
² : ² :    tion ring of K. Let G s  u with orders s  3 and u  4; let
Ž 2 .b 1 1 s s 3, which is the non-principal block of OG. Then
'Ž . Ž . Ž .K  K   K  since  1 3  2, where  is a primitive 3rd
root of unity and  is a primitive 4th root of unity. It is clear that
KGb K  KP ,Ž .
K
Ž .where K  corresponds to the irreducible Brauer character  : s
Ž . Ž .tr  . Take the simple KP-module K  such that u  ; its charac-K  K
Ž .ter is 	: u tr  . We have the following decomposition of simpleK  K
KGb-modules
K  K   V  V ,Ž . Ž . 1 2
K
where V  K  V as K-vector spaces, but the representation of V1 2 1
maps us to  , while the representation of V maps us to  . In other2
Ž .words, the first one affords the character  : us tr  , while the1 K  K
Ž .second one affords the character  : us tr  . The two differ-2 K  K
ent irreducible characters  and  of KGb correspond to one and the1 2
same pair: the irreducible KP-character 	 and the irreducible Brauer
character .
2. PROOFS OF THE RESULTS
2.1
The notations and assumptions in 1.31.5 are preserved throughout.
Ž . Ž .Further, let Gal K K be the Galois group, let K   K   , and
Ž .let O  be the corresponding valuation ring and let Gal K  K  .
 Since b is O-nilpotent, by 2, 4.3; 4, 5.2 we have
Ž . t2.1.1 bÝ b is a sum of O G-block idempotents, and anyt
bt is O -nilpotent.
Ž .As emphasized in 1.3.1 , we fix such a b. Further, for any subgroup
Ž .Q QG and any primitive idempotent j OGb , by 2, 3.3, 3.4.1, and
5.2.1 , we have
Ž . t2.1.2 jÝ jb is an orthogonal decomposition and j jb ist
Ž .Qan absolutely primitive idempotent on O Gb .
Ž .QConversely, if j O Gb is a primitive idempotent then, by the above
fact, j is absolutely primitive and jÝ jt is a primitive idempotentt
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Ž .Qof OGb and j jb. We state the latter fact in a refined form:
Ž .2.1.3 For any subfield K K  K  with valuation ring O , b 1 1 1
Ý  bt is an O G-block, and j Ý  jt is a primitive idempotentt 1 1 tK K1 1Ž .Q of O Gb , where  is the centralizer of K in .1 1 K 11
Ž Ž ..We will apply it to the fixed i  and i ib   see 1.3.1 and to
Ž Ž . .the local pointed element u and u see 1.3.2 and 1.5 . In Žu, g .  Žu, g .
particular, we have the following two conclusions.
Ž . t2.1.4 iÝ i is an orthogonal decomposition and i is abso-t
lutely primitive.
Ž . Ž . t2.1.5  Ý  and  is absolutely irreducible. Žu, g . t  Žu, g .  Žu, g .
2.2
 By 2, 1.3 for the source algebra i OGi of the block OGb we have an
interior P-algebra isomorphism
2.2.1 i OGi S OP , where S M O  ,Ž . Ž . n
O
but the matrix algebra S is considered as an interior P-algebra over O,
though it is also an interior P-algebra over O . Extending O to K, we get a
K-algebra isomorphism
2.2.2 i KGi S KP , where S  M K  ,Ž . Ž .K K n
K
 because K O  K . Further, by 6, 3.5; 3, 3.2.2 we haveO
Ž .2.2.3 It is a Morita equivalence from the algebra KGb to the
algebra i KGi to send a KGb-module M to the i KGi-module iM. In
particular, KGb and i KGi have the same splitting fields.
It is the same that K Gb is Morita equivalent to
2.2.4 iK Gi S K P , where S  M K  .Ž . Ž .K K n
K 
Ž . Let V  be the unique up to isomorphism simple S -module. It is clearK
that
Ž .2.2.5 Any simple iK Gi-module is isomorphic to V  N for aK 
Ž .unique up to isomorphism simple K P-module N and ice ersa.
At last, K  is a splitting field for S , K  is obviously a splitting field forK
KP, and
2.2.6Ž .
 iK Gi K  iK Gi  S K  P , where S  M K  .Ž . Ž . K K n
K  K 
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Ž .Hence, by 2.2.3 we have
Ž .2.2.7 Both K Gb and K  P are split algebras.
2.3
Ž .Let  Irr KGb be as in 1.4; let M be the KGb-module affording  .
Ž .Extending it to a K G-module, by 2.1.1 we have
2.3.1 K  M bt  K  M  Mt ,Ž .    ž /
t tK K
where M b  K  M .ž /
K
We claim that
Ž .2.3.2 M is a simple K G-module.
Ž .To see it, first note that the fixed element set K  M M.K
Suppose that MM M  is a K G-decomposition, then M 1 2 1
Ž  . t Ž  . tÝ M M and is G-stable, and it is the same for M Ý M ;t 1 2 t 2
that is, MM M is a KG-decomposition.1 2
Ž Ž ..Let   denote the character of M. Noting that b is fixed see 1.3.1 ,
we have
Ž . Ž . Ž .2.3.3 There is a bijection Irr KGb  Irr K Gb ,   , such
that   t.t
Moreover, there are a simple K Gb-module M and a positive integer
Ž .s M , i.e., the relatie Schur index of M over K , such thatK 
2.3.4 K  M s M  M r ,Ž . Ž . K  ž /
rK  M
 r 4where   r  M M is the stabilizer of M in . By   weM 
denote the character afforded by M; then
2.3.5   s      r ,Ž . Ž . K  ž /
r 
Ž . Ž .where s    s M and    . Multiplying i to the two sidesK  K    M 
Ž . of 2.3.4 , we get an equality of modules over iK Gi S  K  P,K K 
2.3.6 K  iM s M  iM r ,Ž . Ž . K  ž /
rK  M
and iM is a simple iK Gi-module as K Gb is Morita equivalent to
Ž .iK Gi; see 2.2.3 .
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2.4
Ž .On the other hand, by the same argument, from 2.3.2 we have that
Ž .iM is a simple iK Gi-module. So, by 2.2.5 there is a simple K P-mod-
ule N such that
2.4.1 iM V  N.Ž . 
K 
Ž .Similar to 2.3.4 , there are a simple K  P-module N and an integer
Ž .s N such thatK 
2.4.2 K  N s N  N r .Ž . Ž . K  ž /
rK  N
Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining 2.3.6 , 2.4.1 , and 2.4.2 , we have
s M  iM r  K  iM K  V  NŽ .    K  ž /ž /
r K  K  K M
 K  V  K  N  ž / ž /
K  K  K 
 V  s N  N r ,Ž . K ž /
rK  N
where V   K   V  is the unique simple S -module. Hence we getK  K
2.4.3 s M  iM r  s N  V  N r ,Ž . Ž . Ž .  K  K ž / ž /
r r K M N 
Ž .where V   N is a simple iK Gi-module; cf. 2.2.6 . Thus there is anK 
N r on the right-hand side, say N up to a replacement, such that
2.4.4 iM  V  N ,Ž . 
K 
Ž .and by 2.2.5 such N is uniquely determined by M. Since V  is the
Ž .  Ž .unique up to isomorphism S -module, it follows from 2.4.4 thatK
2.4.5        .Ž . M  iM  V  N  N K 
Comparing the numbers of the simple summands of the two sides of
Ž .2.4.3 , we see that
2.4.6 s    s M  s N  s 	 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .K  K  K  K 
where 	 is the character afforded by the K  P-module N. On the other
Ž .hand, let 	 Irr K P be the character afforded by the K P-module N;
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Ž .then 2.4.2 turns out that
2.4.7 	 s 	  	 r ,Ž . Ž . K  ž /
r	
Ž Ž ..where the second equality is by 2.4.5
2.4.8        .Ž . 	 N  M   
2.5
Now we have enough information to complete a proof of Theorem 1.4.
Ž Ž .. Since both the algebras K Gb and K  P are split see 2.2.7 , by 7,
 Ž . Ž . Ž .1.13.1 cf. 1.1 there are a bijection determined by 2.4.4 Irr K Gb 
Ž .  4 ŽIrr K  P ,    	, and a class function 
: P 1 such that recall
Ž . .from 2.1.5 that  is absolutely irreducible Žu, g .
  us  
 u g 	 u g  s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý  Žu , g .
Ž . Ž .gC u 	T u , P PG G
Ž . Ž . Ž .Combining it with 2.3.5 and 2.4.6  2.4.8 , we have the computation
r
  us  s      usŽ . Ž . Ž .ÝK 
r 
r
g g s 	  
 u 	 u  sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝK   Žu , g .ž /
r Ž . Ž .gC u 	T u , P P	 G G
rg g 
 u s 	  	 u  sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ÝK   Žu , g .ž /
Ž . Ž . tgC u 	T u , P P 	G G
 
 u g 	 u g  s .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý  Žu , g .
Ž . Ž .gC u 	T u , P PG G
Ž .Hence, by 2.3.3 and the definition of the relative traces, we have
t
 us    usŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý
t
t
g g 
 u 	 u  sŽ . Ž . Ž ..Ý Ý  Žu , g .ž /
t Ž . Ž .gC u 	T u , P PG G
tg g 
 u  	 u  sŽ . Ž . Ž ..Ž .Ý Ý  Žu , g .
Ž . Ž . tgC u 	T u , P PG G
 
 u g  tr 	 u g  s .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý K  K  Žu , g .
Ž . Ž .gC u 	T u , P PG G
Thus the proof of Theorem 1.4 is completed.
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2.6
Ž .Further, for 	 Irr K P , let K be the extension of K generated by	
Ž .	 u for all u P, and let O be the valuation ring of K . Then K is a	 	 	
subfield of K  and hence also a cyclic extension over K and the centralizer
 Ž . Ž . Gal K K ; by 2.1.3 we haveK 		
Ž .2.6.1 There are a unique O G-block b and a unique defect	 	
pointed group P of O Gb such that b b b and i  ib   and 	 	 	 	 	 		
Ž . ga unique local pointed element u on O G such that u  P Žu, g . 	  Žu, g . 	 	 	
Ž .and the corresponding Brauer character  of O C u fulfills that Žu, g . 	 G	
t
    tr  .Ž . Ž .Ý Žu , g .  Žu , g . K  K  Žu , g .	 	
tK	
Thus, we have
tr 	 u g  s  tr tr 	 u g  sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ž /K  K  Žu , g . K  K K  K  Žu , g .	 	
 tr 	 u g  tr  sŽ . Ž .Ž .ž /K  K K  K  Žu , g .	 	
 tr 	 u g  .Ž .Ž .K  K  Žu , g .	 	
Ž .Therefore, we refine the formula 1.4.1 as follows.
2.7. COROLLARY. Notations are as in 1.4 and 2.6. Then
2.7.1  us  
 u g  tr 	 u g  s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý K  K  Žu , g .	 	
Ž . Ž .gC u 	T u , P PG G
2.8
Ž . Ž .At last, it is clear that 	 u  K 
 K  for all u P; i.e., K 	
Ž .K 
 K  . Then Corollary 1.6 follows immediately from 2.7.
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